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THE GENERAL FINANCIAL SITUATION customers presented lo them. Those are fortunate 
who were far seeing am! wise enough to make 
provision by way of 
reserves or otherwise, for such events as have now 
taken place. In the case of the large and well 
established corporations, this has no doubt been 
generally done, and their inventory losses, although 
possibly serious will not be fatal. But in the 
C*«e of the smaller frv of business concerns, it 
ap|iears quite |>ossiblo that the early months of 
1A21 may see a very considerable mortality.

In view of the removal of the control of Victory 
Bonds, and their restoration to a condition where 
their price is subject to the normal operation of 
the law of supply ami demand, it may be useful 
to summarize some of the factors governing the'r 
future. As regards the immediate future, there 
are the following considerations to be borne in 
mind. It will probably take some time for the 
market to “settle down," and there are some pro- 
bab lilies that selling by “distressed" hol.lcrsi 
which appears to have been a considerable factor 
in the decision to decontrol, hue not come to an 
end. While the attractive prices at which tho 
bonds are now ruling will, no doubt, ensure a 
heavy investment demand, the purchas ng power 
of wealthy individual investors, who otherwise 
might be expected to be free buyers, particu'arly 
of the longer tax free maturities, is likely to lie 
considerably hampered in the next four months 
both by reason of losses lately sustained and com
mitments which it is necessary to nurse along, and 
Slso by reason of the necessity of meeting two In
come Tax payments—no small burden—in the 
course of the next four months. Thete are also 
two unknown factors which have some Ivaring on 
the immediate future of the market for these bonds. 
The first is the effect which the cessation of the 
arrangement for prohibiting the iui|sirt of overseas 
securities is likely to have. If, on the removal of 
tiiese restrictions, a considerable volume of high 
clarto Canadian securities liegins to return from 
overseas, quite an important effect iqion the Vic
tory Bond market may be shown. The second

Trade condition# generally show little change 
from those prevailing in recent Weeks. Feta lers 
are getting <hc advantage of holiday trade, which 
is now beginnir ? in real earnest, and are doubtless 
doing their level best in this season to move stocks, 
which otherwise it may bo exceedingly difficult to 
turn into cash.
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even at heavy sacrifices. Apart 
from the holiday trade, however, there arc no in
dications of a change in the public's attitude, 
which continues to be one of waiting in the ex- 
jiectition of a generally lower level of prices. 
Trade ftqiorts indicate that 'dullness in business 
is general in both eastern and western Canada, 
and that collections require pressure, although by 
all at coil nts, com! it oils in this respect in the pro
vince of Quebec are better than elsewhere.

\\ ith the approach of the close of the year, many 
manufacturing and loninierc al concerns are faced 
with the problem of inventories. This matter of 
inventories i* undoubtedly an extremely serious 
one at the present time. Not only are the inven
tories of mar.y concerns anywhere from 50 to 100 
|ier cent, larger that at this time last year, as a 
result of the falling off in trade during recent 
months, but the market value of those inventories 
is very considerably less in many instances than 
cost, owing to the decline in commodity prices, and 
exceedingly lieavy inventory losses will have to be 
taken. Obvioue'y, under present oireumstanceii, 
where the practice in the past has been to take in
ventories at cost, to follow tha. practice this year, 
without regard to the decline in prices which has 
taken place, would give a totally false impression 
of the year's profits. At present, the correct 
course in the matter of inventories would apjiear 
to lie coat or market. whichever is the lower, 
although wc have heard the objection rased to this 
course that in the ease of smaller firms who have 
lieen badly hit, the adoption of it might result in 
their being wi|>cd out and that some temporis'iig 
measure is necessary. Doubtless the hunks will 
lie giving very careful attention to this matter of 
inventories in the year end statements of their
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